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Abstract
In this paper2 we present a routing mechanism and buffer allocation mechanism for an ATM switching fabric. Since the
fabric will be used to transfer multimedia traffic it should provide a guaranteed throughput and a bounded latency. We
focus on the design of a suitable routing mechanism that is capable to fulfil these requirements and is free of deadlocks.
We will describe two basic concepts that can be used to implement deadlock free routing.
Routing of messages is closely related to buffering. We have organized the buffers into parallel fifos, each representing
a virtual line. In this way we not only have solved the problem of Head Of Line blocking, but we can also give real-time
guarantees. We will show that for local high-speed networks it is more advantageous to have a proper flow control than
to have large buffers. Although the virtual line concept can have a low buffer utilization, the transfer efficiency can be
higher. The virtual lines concept allows adaptive routing. The total throughput of the network can be improved by using
alternative routes. Adaptive routing is attractive in networks where alternative routes are not much longer than the
initial route(s). The network of the switching fabric is built up from switching elements interconnected in a Kautz
topology.

1 Introduction

In the past decade we have seen a revolution in VLSI technology. The transmission and switching
technologies have rapidly advanced to higher speeds; it is now technically feasible to build networks
with gigabit throughput. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) is a technology that not only
allows gate arrays to be reprogrammed an unlimited number of times, but also has on-chip static
memory (the X4000 family of Xilinx). Using programmable elements gives us the opportunity to learn
from experiences on prototypes and to adapt the architecture.

We are currently building a prototype network using these off-the-shelf technologies. Our goal is
to build a local area network that supports multimedia applications. These applications require not
just high transmission speeds, but also small end-to-end latency with little variation, a guaranteed
throughput, graceful degradation under heavy workloads, and performance that is both fair and
predictable. Low-latency services are necessary for voice and video transfer, process control, remote
sensing etc. The data for these services is usually worthless if it does not arrive in time. A video
sequence, for instance, must be retrieved at a high and constant rate; frames retrieved too late are no
longer useful and can be ignored. An additional problem is the synchronization of different media.
These applications require real-time and reliable communications where certain strict deadlines must
be met.

The bandwidth of many existing networks is by far not enough for distributed multimedia appli-
cations. Their throughput and latency is becoming a bottleneck in demanding real-time applications.
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One reason is that these networks use a single shared path for their communication. Point-to-point
networks are usually organized as star shaped networks, in which all stations are connected by dedi-
cated links to a central switching fabric. A connection between two stations is established through the
switching fabric. The main advantages of point-to-point networks are that they offer an aggregate
network bandwidth that can be much larger than the throughput of a single link, and have a high
availability by allowing multiple paths. The interfaces in the stations can be simple and low cost (most
of the complexities are contained within the switching fabric) and the design is relatively independent
of the technology of the physical layer of the links. If there are multiple paths in the switching fabric,
the connections will experience a higher availability.

In this paper we present a network that can be used to transfer multimedia traffic with the above
requirements.

2 Deadlock free routing mechanisms

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has emerged as a leading technique for high-speed packet
switching. In packet switched networks, packets are exchanged over communication channels
between nodes. In order to provide an arbitrary and fully dynamic connectivity in a static network of
nodes, routing mechanisms must be implemented, which provide the propagation of data from node
to node. Routing information is contained in each packet, such that it can be routed from source to
destination.

A method that is very suitable for ATM packet switching is wormhole routing. With this method, all
packets of a message are routed on the same path from source to destination. During connection setup
a path from source to destination is claimed for that message. Wormhole routing prevents the
ordering of packets to be altered.

Depending on the network topology it is applied to, routing may be subject to deadlock problems.
Deadlocks occur when we can identify a cyclic buffer waiting graph, for example when none of the
packets in the network can advance towards their location, because the necessary queue for that
packet on the next node is already full.

In this section we will describe two basic concepts for deadlock free routing. We will show that a
virtual line concept suits very well with our demands of a multimedia network, and that it has a low
complexity. The main design issue is how to organize the buffers.

2.1 Main concepts

There exists a number of deadlock free routing algorithms. Most algorithms are based on the use of
static buffer graphs whose structure ensures that deadlock situations cannot occur. Taking cycle-free
buffer graphs will be sufficient to prevent the occurrence of any circularity in resource (i.e. buffer)
requests.

A basic concept in deadlock prevention is to guarantee a path in the network. If every message
injected in the network follows one of its guaranteed paths, deadlock can not occur since there are no
directed loops in the buffer graph. We will describe two main concepts.

• Class climbing is a general concept which is often used. When a process (e.g. a task that sends a
message from source to destination) has rank r, that is, it has already obtained resources of class r,
it may only request resources of classes higher than r. Figure 1 gives an example. There must be
sufficient classes of resources (buffers) to satisfy the rank in the network. The number of buffers
required per node depends on the maximum number of hops possible in the network, which on its
turn depends of the network topology and on the routing properties. Several schemes have been
proposed in the literature for constructing buffer graphs and to assign ranks: virtual graphs, valley
counting, hops-so-far (hop counting), etc. These approaches can restrict the routing of packets: it
reduces the number of paths that a packet may take [Adamo 91]. The length of the path can be
longer than the shortest path, such a route implies more latency.

• Another approach is to use a connection oriented network service. The basic concept is to guarantee a
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path in the network. If every message injected in the network follows one of its guaranteed paths,
deadlock can not occur since there are no directed loops in the buffer graph. The method of nosy
worms [Whobrey 88] can be used for this approach. During the connection phase, at every node
needed to form the virtual communication channel, enough buffers are reserved to support the
connection. These buffers will only be released when the connection is terminated. Messages start
off by being buffered at their sending node. Each message attempts to establish a connection with
the destination node by forming an unbroken path across intermittent nodes. If a block or a failure
is encountered along the route the message gives up by recoiling back to the sender, thus avoiding
deadlock. If there are alternative routes other routes can be tried. Once a connection is made the
entire message is transferred from source to destination, where it is buffered again before it is off-
loaded to the receiving system. In fact this is a kind of circuit switching. The main disadvantage of
this approach is that is has a low buffer utilization. Circuit switching is often used in combination
with virtual channels.

2.2 Virtual lines

An important decision to make is how to organize the buffers. We assume that all buffers are organ-
ized as fifos. A dynamic buffer structure, which is commonly used in software solutions, seems not
easy to implement in hardware. A more or less static buffer structure is easier to implement. One
important problem associated with buffering is the severe throughput degradation due to Head Of
Line (HOL) blocking. Whenever a fifo is filled with data that cannot be forwarded, all the data which
enter later will be blocked too.

In this context we have to make a trade-off between performance and buffer utilization. When the
buffers are organized as (one or more) large fifos, the efficiency of these buffers can be high, since all
buffer space can be used. From a performance point of view a better approach is to use parallel buffers.

A switch may organise the input buffers by associating them with virtual lines, i.e. a connection
between sender and receiver. Virtual networks, implementing a number of virtual lines on one phys-
ical link, was first introduced as a technique to avoid deadlocks in networks. Virtual lines decouple
allocation of buffers from allocated lines by providing multiple buffers for each channel in the
network. A blocked message, even one that extends through several links (e.g. in case of wormhole
routing), blocks only one virtual line and can be overtaken by messages in other virtual lines. Figure
2 shows as an example the line buffers of 5 nodes.

Dally [Dally 92] showed that virtual networks increase the connectivity of networks and have
performance advantages as well. The disadvantage is that buffer utilization is low. However, as the
cost of memories is fairly low, it seems more important to realize an efficient data transfer, than to
have a high buffer utilization.

Since the total available buffer space is divided into many small buffers, we need to have an effi-
cient flow control mechanism to prevent buffer overflow. In ATM flow control has been omitted. Band-
width is allocated in such a way that statistically the amount of buffering is sufficient most of the time.
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Figure 1: Class climbing concept
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Cells that arrive at an input port with full buffers are discarded; evidently not a subtle method, but
necessary to avoid deadlock. This lack of flow control has been adopted for simplicity reasons, it is
very difficult to implement a flow control over high speed links bridging large distances. In a local
network environment however, such as within a switching fabric, it is possible to perform a proper
flow control. The main advantage of an efficient flow control is that there is no longer need for huge
buffers that are capable to deal with the high speed networks. Moreover, even with large buffers it is
not possible to prevent loss of cells. With speeds of 100 Mb per second even large memories will be
filled fast. Adding the number of buffers (lines) is a more efficient use of storage than adding depth to
a buffer.

2.3 Conclusion

The most important difference between the two concepts is the buffering. The class climbing concept
uses large buffers that can be used by all connections, whereas the virtual lines concept uses small
buffers in which each buffer belongs to one connection. Other properties are:

• The number of simultaneous connections using virtual lines is restricted to the number of buffers.
The class climbing concept however supports an unlimited number of connections.

• There is an automatic workload distribution due to the nosy worms protocol. If the shortest route
contains a contented node, the algorithm will automatically select another (node disjoint) route.

• Both methods are deadlock free. When all virtual lines of a link from a route from source to destina-
tion are already claimed, the nosy worms protocol bounces back to the source, thereby avoiding
deadlocks. The source will then try another route.

• The virtual lines have a bounded latency. The class climbing concept cannot give any bandwidth
guarantees.

• The buffer utilization of virtual lines is poor. The memory is split up into many lines. The lines can
only use their allocated memory, even though other lines have buffers available. However, the
virtual line concept has not the intention to solve local bandwidth problems of a high-speed
network with large memory storage, because even large memories will be filled fast. The buffer
utilization of class climbing is high, but suffers from HOL blocking.

3 The Rattlesnake port controller

In this section we will give some details about the prototype Switch, called Rattlesnake, we are
currently designing. The switch consists of a number of switching elements interconnected via bi-direc-
tional links. The switching elements are configured in a Kautz network topology [Kautz 68] because
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Figure 2: Virtual lines concept
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of its valuable properties. Particularly, Kautz graphs have a small diameter, a fixed and a small degree
[Imase 86].

Each switching element is connected to a port controller (called Snake Control). The external links
of the port controller are point-to-point links (> 100Mbit/s) using the ATM transfer mode. These links
are connected to a (work)station or a server. The port controller has local memory in which the ATM
cells coming from and going to the serial link are buffered.

The communication architecture should provide a guaranteed throughput and a bounded latency.
Therefore it must be able to establish real-time connections. We realize this with bandwidth reservation
using virtual channels. A connection between two arbitrary stations is made via two or more
switching elements in the switching fabric. A message generated by a source station travels through
these switching elements to reach a destination station. The switching elements forward messages
from an input link to an output link, as directed by the destination address in each message header.

3.1 Rattlesnake routing and buffering

The port controller is connected to a Switching Element (SE) [Smit 92] that supports real-time connec-
tions with other SEs. A SE has 3 input links, and 3 output links; each link contains 16 small buffers.
These buffers are used to implement 16 virtual channels on one physical link. Note that the term
‘channel’ is directly related to the physical connection between SEs, whereas the term ‘line’ is related
to the connection between port controllers. In a Switching Element only a few flits are buffered. A flit
is the smallest unit of data and is in our case 32 bits.

When establishing a connection from source to destination, each SE assigns an input channel and
an output channel for this circuit. To find a connection from source SE to destination SE a wormhole
routing mechanism is used. Wormhole routing operates by advancing the head of a packet directly
from incoming to outgoing channels. As soon as a node examines the header flit of a message, it selects
the next channel on the route and begins forwarding flits down that channel. The path of a logical
connection is set for the duration of a connection. This means that messages of a certain connection
will always follow the same path through the switch.

In the design of the Snake Controller we also use a kind of wormhole routing, called virtual line
routing [Tibboel 93]. In the Snake Controller packets (i.e. ATM cells) are buffered. The buffer space is
located in off-chip memory. This memory is divided into a number of buffer queues, called virtual
lines. The Snake Controller uses the virtual channels of the Switching Element (SE) to make real-time
connections to other Snake Controllers (SC). The virtual lines are put on top of the virtual channels of
a SE. So on each virtual channel between SEs there can be several virtual lines from a SC. The circuit
switched connections between SCs may be to the neighbour SE, but it may also traverse several SEs
before reaching the next SC. In this way it is possible to create a highway between SCs with a high
mutual communication load.

A path from source to destination is established by reserving and linking the virtual lines in each
intermediate SC on the path. The packets are transferred on a hop-by-hop basis from SC to SC until
the destination is reached. Each cell is first received by a SC in its full length at each intermediate SC
between source and destination, and then it is transmitted to the next SC. If a failure or a blocking
condition is encountered along the route the set-up message gives up by recoiling back to the sender,
thus avoiding deadlock. Another (node disjoint) route can be tried1. This leads to an adaptive routing
mechanism that routes around congestions and faults. Adaptive routing is attractive in networks
where alternative routes are not much longer than the first route(s). The averaged hop lengths in our
prototype network of 108 nodes in a Kautz topology of the first, second and third route are respec-
tively: 3.5, 4.9 and 5.2 hops [Tibboel 93].

By this combination of circuit switching and packet switching we have created a hybrid transfer
mode. We have combined the real-time circuit switched network between SEs with the flexibility of
packet switching between SCs. Applications generating hard real-time data are able to reserve a

1. The probability of a connection message reaching its destination depends primarily on the chances of finding an unbroken
chain of channels. [Smit 93] gives simulation results showing that these chances are improved by using a low diameter network
(e.g. Kautz), using alternative routes, and by using virtual channels.
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circuit switched connection from source to destination. Less demanding applications, like file trans-
fers, may use the packet switched component of the transfer mode. The hybrid switching mode
appears to be particularly attractive for networks that have to support dissimilar traffic of both contin-
uous and bursty types generated by heterogeneous users, such as networks for multimedia traffic. A
circuit switched connection can be used to satisfy the stringent real-time and latency constraints for
continuous traffic, and the packet connection can be used for non real-time traffic.

3.2 Snake Control architecture

Figure 3 shows the global view of a node. Each node contains a switch, a Snake Control and two

memories. One memory is the line memory, where data of the network can be stored. The other
memory is the table memory, which is used for administration storage.

The communication between the host and its network node is based on ATM cells. When a host
transmits an ATM cell to the node, the port controller will store the cell in the virtual line queue that
was reserved for the ATM virtual channel (indicated by the VCI in the header of the cell). A virtual
line connection between port controllers is put on top of the virtual channels of a SE. Therefore a
Virtual Line Identifier (VLI) contains 3 elements: outgoing link number, virtual channel number and
the line number on the channel.

The Snake Controller splits up ATM cells coming from the stations into flits and transmits them to
its Switching Element. A flit consists in our case of 32 bits data and 8 bits identification. The identifi-
cation consists of a 4 bits virtual channel number and 4 bits type. In addition to this data path, there is
a 1 bit reverse status path that can be used to implement a flow control mechanism. The flow control
can prevent loss of cells due to buffer overflow not just within the SE, but also within the SCs.

Figure 4  shows the internal organisation of a Snake Controller. It has 640 parallel line queues. These
queues are used to implement the virtual lines. When establishing a connection from source to desti-
nation, each SC assigns a line queue for this circuit. The routing information (i.e. the selected outlink,
the virtual channel to be used and the virtual line) is stored in a mapping table. Each entry in the table
contains the new virtual channel number, the selected outlink and the line on the virtual channel. This
information is used for the connection with the next SE. Each entry in the mapping table has only local
significance and identifies the local virtual line translation.

The receiving Snake Control receives the flit data and the corresponding virtual channel and the
inlink number. This information is used to index the table to generate the new virtual line. This line is
used to select the required line queues.

3.3 Scheduling

The scheduler of the sending Snake Control has the most important and difficult task: it must select a
flit of an ATM cell that must be transmitted to the next SE.

On one virtual channel the SC will transmit whole ATM cells only. A complete cell is transmitted,
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Figure 3: structure of a network node
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interleaved with cells of other channels, before the next line of the same channel will be scheduled.
The current implementation of the scheduler uses a simple round robin mechanism to select a line that
contains an ATM cell. The scheduler is the most critical part of the SC design with respect to the imple-
mentation limitations in time and space. In the current implementation it must choose from 80 virtual
channels, and within each virtual channel it must schedule 8 lines. The scheduling problem is split up
into two layers. First a virtual channel for a link is scheduled, and secondly a line of that channel is
scheduled.

• The channel scheduler is implemented with a fifo of 80 deep. The fifo contains channels that have an
ATM cell in a line queue. Every time an ATM packet is received from either the host, or from
another port controller, the channel will be put on top of the fifo. Such a fifo can be implemented
with on-chip memory.

• The line scheduler uses a bit array to administrate the status of the lines, indicating which lines are
active of that channel. This status together with the current line gives the next active line. This line
is stored in a lookup table containing the currently active lines of a channel.

The scheduler will select one line and read one flit from the queue. This line will be offered to the
SE or to the host. When the flit is destined for the SE and it has not yet transmitted the end of the ATM
cell, the line will be put on top of the fifo again. A scheduled line that is destined for the host will trans-
mitted a whole ATM cell.

3.4 Connection setup

The connection setup procedure requires connections on two layers. Firstly it requires the circuit
switched connection between SEs. These connections are used as point-to-point connections between
SCs. Such a connection in general reaches the neighbour SE only, but it may pass several SEs. The
circuit is used to transfer the packets of various virtual lines. Hard real-time connections can have
there own private circuit from source to destination. The circuit switched connections are static: once
they are set up, they remain intact for a long period. The wormhole routing mechanism is used to
reserve buffers in a SE.

The second connection layer is a packet switched end-to-end connection between the source and
destination of the message. The packets are transmitted on a hop-by-hop basis through one or several
SCs before reaching the destination. The packet switched connections are more dynamic: the connec-
tion will be released after a message transfer is completed. In this way the line buffers are released and
can be used for other connections. The packet switched connections also use the wormhole routing
mechanism. This requires that each node of the path has a free line. Only when all the nodes of the
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Figure 4: Structure of the port controller
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path can reserve a virtual line, a connection can be established. When a node has no free line, this node
must inform all the preceding nodes which did reserve a virtual line, so that they can cancel the reser-
vation. Only the last node of the connection can return a status indicating that the connection is estab-
lished.

To find a path from source to destination we take advantage of the self-routing property of Kautz
networks. The host which will setup a connection must generate a connection setup request cell. This
cell contains the route to be followed, called the routing tag. The consecutive digits of the routing tag
are interpreted stage-by-stage. If this connection setup effort fails because one of the links of the path
is already complete reserved, the host will try an alternative route.

The path of a logical connection is set for the duration of a connection. This means that messages
of a certain connection will always follow the same path through the switching fabric until it receives
a release cell. The SC will transmit the release cell to the other SCs down stream.

3.5 Implementation

The architecture of the port controller uses several memories. These memories are used to implement
the lookup tables, the scheduling fifos, the line queues, and some local administration. Most of the
basic elements of the SC operate concurrently to meet the timing requirements needed to handle the
high speed bandwidth rates. The transmission of a cell to the external link operates simultaneous with
the reception of a cell from the link. Likewise, the transmission and reception of flits to and from the
SE also occur simultaneously. Simultaneous access to tables and fifos is required to achieve these oper-
ations. One shared memory would create an enormous bottleneck that can only be solved using a
wide data path, or very high speed memories. A better way is to use separate memories. We make
extensive use of the distributed memories inside the Xilinx X4000 FPGA. Due to the little capacity of
these memories they can only be used to implement several small tables. The large tables and the line
queues are implemented using two external memories.

The prototype printed circuit board with one network node contains 2 Xilinx PG4010 FPGAs to
implement the Switching Element and the Snake Control, and two memories of 2 Mbytes connected
to the Snake Control. A switch has 3 input and 3 output links with each 9 wires. These wires can be
selected uni-directional or bi-directional. The interface with the node computers is provided using
TAXI links1.

This prototype board allows us to do experiments with and performance measurements of several
transmission modes, bandwidth reservation, scheduling, routing for non real-time traffic, link proto-

1. We use the Fairile transmission board designed by the University of Cambridge.

Figure 5: Scheduling
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cols, multicast etc. We use VHDL as a design tool and a VHDL synthesizer from VIEWlogic [VIEW-
logic 90] to generate the configuration code for the Xilinx chips.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented the architecture of a network suitable for hard real-time multimedia
applications. This ATM network uses a modified nosy worms protocol for setting up connections.
Once a connection is established it guarantees a bounded latency. We make use of virtual lines to
improve the performance and to avoid communication deadlocks.

The buffering of the messages is a main topic. We have organized the buffers as parallel fifos, each
representing a virtual line. In this way we have not only solved the problem of HOL blocking, but we
can also give real-time guarantees. We have shown that for local high speed networks it is more
advantageous to have a proper flow control than to have large buffers. Although the virtual line
concept can have a low buffer utilization, the transfer efficiency can be higher.

The virtual lines concept allows adaptive routing. The total throughput of the network can be
improved by using alternative routes. Adaptive routing is attractive in networks where alternative
routes are not much longer than the first route(s).

A prototype of the switching fabric will be implemented with standard FPGAs. We use two
external memories and several on-chip memories to implement the various tables and fifos. This
allows us to access the memories concurrently and meet the timing requirements. The design of the
switching fabric with FPGAs makes it possible to experiment with switching mode, routing strategy
and scheduling policy in a multimedia environment.
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